AOG Recovery Services

On-time is key for your operation
As MRO for world’s largest tour
operator TUI Travel PLC, we are able
to offer the knowledge and
capabilities to serve you with the same
quality, urgency and attention.
We know the importance of a
serviceable fleet. Airplanes are the
key tools for an airline to earn
money. Therefore it is essential for an
airline to have airplanes in the air as
much as possible.
When, in the uneventful occasion,
your airplane suddenly ends up into
an AOG situation, you need to rely on
a maintenance provider that gets
your airplane airborne in the
shortest possible time. You need a
maintenance
provider
that
understands the airline operation.

Anytime
No matter when it happens, our teams
of specialists are ready to respond to
any AOG situation 24 hours a day,
seven days a week.
So when you need it most, Tec4Jets
we will support you throughout our
network of maintenance stations.
Our experienced engineers are
trained to independently handle all
the critical situations with support
of our Maintenance Control Center
at Brussels National Airport.

Trust
Unplanned maintenance needs are
not only inconvenient; most of the
time they are very costly as well.

Often these are not only
represented in direct costs. What
about the indirect costs of
positioning or even hiring a
replacement airplane to cover the
operations and putting your
passengers
in
hotel
accommodations?
We fully understand that trust in a
maintenance provider is the key to
keep these unwanted costs within
acceptable levels.
In case of an AOG situation do not
hesitate to contact our Maintenance
Operations Center:
T: +32 (0) 2 717 8285
E: moc@tec4jets.be

Visit us at tec4jets.com

Line Maintenance Services

Understanding airline operations
A continuous safe operation, on
time performance and sound cost
management are key factors in
airline operations and are main
contributing
factors
in
the
company’s image.

Able to meet your needs

Where to find us

Throughout our network of
maintenance stations we can offer
all kinds of support. From transit
to daily and weekly checks, ETOPS
and non-ETOPS.

Our network of maintenance
stations are ready to support your
operations Tec4Jets operates from
airports
throughout
Belgium,
France, Morocco and the Republic
of the Congo.

Sometimes it proves hard to
maintain a perfect on time
performance
and
maintain
acceptable cost levels, especially
when your airplane is away from
home base.

All maintenance stations are
provided with all necessary line
maintenance tools and materials
to get your airplane airborne
within those acceptable costs, safe
and on time!

If you need transit checks, daily or
weekly checks, or just engine oil or
spare parts, our line maintenance
organization provides the basis for
your reliable operations.

We will support you throughout
our network of maintenance
stations.
Our
experienced
engineers are trained to handle all
line maintenance tasks with the
highest safety standards.

Tec4Jets is determined to adapt to
future requirements of our clients.
For an up-to-date overview of our
capabilities and stations we would
like to refer to our latest capability
list available on our website
www.tec4jets.com.
All our services are
contract or ad-hoc basis.

available

Visit us at tec4jets.com

Base Maintenance Services

Your business card is an airplane in perfect condition
Rain, snow, wind and dust; these are
examples of all kinds of conditions
that are not preferable when you
need to perform certain types of
maintenance on airplanes. Also
other factors, like the type of
maintenance you will perform make
it mandatory to park the airplane
into a fully enclosed hangar.
At our main base at Brussels
National Airport we have a state-ofthe-art airplane hangar available to
perform maintenance on your
airplane in a dry and clean
environment.

Planning is the key
Based on your utilization and
maintenance planning, we will search
for the best maintenance slots

available to perform your line and
base maintenance checks.
This interaction and continuous
coordination will ensure your
maintenance and airplane availability
to be optimal.

Hangar
Our new state-of-the-art hangar
combined with office space and
storage facilities is located at
Brussels National Airport. The
facility is large enough to
accommodate up to 2 wide bodies; 1
wide body and 2 narrow bodies; or 4
narrow bodies airplanes.

Storage
Tec4Jets main storage facility in
Brussels is approximately 2,000m²
and is used for bonded stores,

incoming goods inspection and
quarantine area, and has segregated
areas
for
serviceable
and
unserviceable material.
Components are well identified and
protected against damage and
deterioration. The complete area
has sufficient lighting and is well
ventilated, heated and lockable.

Facts & figures
Size: 117m x 85m x 26/30m
Hangar space: 9,950m²
Office space: 11,500m²
Storage space: 2,000m²
Maximum free span: 112m
Feel free to contact us to see if your
airplane can enter our brand new
facility.

Visit us at tec4jets.com

Technical Support

How to Support you
We are committed to get you
airborne as soon as possible.
Therefore it is important for you to
know what we can do for you.
Our capabilities include:
Transit,
daily,
weekly
inspections
ETOPS inspections
Base maintenance up to but
not including C-checks
Bird strike inspections
Boroscope inspections
Engine changes
Mechanical and system failures
Hangar space
Cabin reconfiguration
Technical training

Fleets and engines

We are aware of the fact that we
can only support airlines with high
quality by actually working on
airplanes on a regular basis. This
means that we will not support all
type of airplanes coming into our
station.

Our opinion is that quality counts
and not quantity.
We currently support the following
type of airplanes and engines:
Boeing 737-3/4/500 (CFM56)
Boeing 737-6/7/8/900 (CFM56)
Boeing 767-2/300 (PW4000)
Boeing 767-2/300 (CF6-80)
Boeing 787 (GEnx)
Embraer E170/175 (CF34)
Embraer E190/195 (CF34)
To be sure that we support your
airplane in a Tec4Jets line
maintenance
station,
please
download our latest capability list
from our website www.tec4jets.com.

Get in contact

Please feel free to contact us for
more information.
General Inquiries
Brussels National Airport
40P Box 1
B-1930 Zaventem
E: info@tec4jets.be
AOG 24/7 Maintenance
T: +32 (0) 2 717 8285
E: moc@tec4jets.be
For the airport :
Brussels (BRU)
Antwerp (ANR)
Charleroi (CRL)
Liège (LGG)
Ostend (OST)
Lille (LIL)
Marrakech (RAK)
Approvals
EASA: BE.145.0029
TCCA: 811-10
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